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SYEMA BP; AD MOOKERIEL PORT, KOLKATA 
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SYAMA PRASAD MOOKERJEE PORT, KOLKATA 

(Formerly KOLKATA PORT TRUST) 
MEDICAL. DEPARTMENT.CENTENARY HOSPIPAL, 

1, DIAMOND HARBOUR ROAD, KOLKATA-700053 

No. MED/CH/CONT./MRK/ 56 2 * Date:13.05.22 

Sub: Recruitment of Medical Record Keeper on Contract under Medical Department, SMP. Kolkata. 

The following candidates have been shortlisted for physical interview:- 
  

  

      

  

  

  

  

  

     
  

  

  

SL no. | Name of the candidate Email Id of the candidate Schedule of Interview 

lL. SUDIP PAL sudippalS70@gmail.com 23.05.22 at 11:00 a.m 

2. VIKAS KULHARI vikaskulharil 986@gmail.com 23.05.22 at 11:00 a.m 

3. GOPAL. CHANDRA DAS princegopu07/agmail.com 23.05.22 at 11:00 a.m 

4. JOY DUTTA BANIK joybanik O1@yahoo.com 23.05.22 at 11:00 a.m 

5. SANDEEP JANA janasandeep@g gmail.com 23.05.22 at 2.30 p.m 

6; ROCKY ANSARI _ gmail.com 23.05.22 at 2.30 p.m 

7 DEBRAJ MONDAL raj S8@email.com 23.05.22 at 2.30 p.m 

8. PRAKRIT] CHATTERJEE jatterjee 23.05.22 at 2.30 p.m         
  

General instructions:- 

I. SMP, Kolkata reserves the right to  cancel/restrict/enlarge/modify after the 
selection/recruitment process at any stage, without ssuing any further notice or assigning any 
reason thereafter. 

2, In case it is detected at any stage of recr. ment that a candidate does not fulfill the 
eligibility norms and/or/ that he/she has furnist i any incorrect/false information or has 

suppressed any material fact(s), his/her candidature liable for cancellation. If any of these 
shortcomings is/are detected even aller appointment, his/her services are liable to be terminated. 

Bs SMP, Kolkata will not attend to any re-scheduling requests from any of the candidates or 
personal group. 

4, Shortlisted candidates are advised to bring Original & photo copy of following essential 
documents on the interview date as per schedule mentioned above:- 

a. Proof of Date of Birth. i.e.Birth certificate/admit card of secondary education. 

b. Identity Proof. ie. Aadhar card/ Election I-card/ Pan card/ Passport. 

c. Qualification Certificate. i.e. Certificate or Result of Graduation. 

d. Certificate of Computer Course. 

e. Experience Certificate. 

f. Passport size Photo (2 copy) 

5. Above short listed candidates may please n ‘c that. no separate interview letter will be 
forwarded. 
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